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CaptureFlow

Flexibility and Innovation 

CaptureFlow combines many years of 

experience and know-how of two profes-

sional photo enterprises to an innovati-

ve product. The technically sophisticated 

software is geared to the high demands 

of professional photographers. The  

partnership between Sinar – the solution 

provider for high-end cameras – and the 

color management specialist basICColor 

leads to the creative and workflow-ori-

ented image processing software Captu-

reFlow. Thanks to the sophisticated color 

profiling solutions the photographer gains 

high quality images and an optimized 

workflow.

The Sinar Capture Software  
“CaptureFlow“ with a constant  
color-management in cooperation 
with basIC Color GmbH
Integrated Color-management 
Thanks to CaptureFlow’s integrated  
color-management solution, the  
highest professional color accuracy  
and image quality results. 

True color Live Image 
The legendary Sinar live image, using 
CaptureFlow color-management, 
displays high quality accurate color. 
Gridlines as well as tilt-swing-axis 
can be adjusted to flexible sizing.

Overlay Function 
Precise positioning of the subject 
according to a design layout is sup-
ported with the overlay function. JPEG 
files can be projected offering use-
ful camera set-up functionalities.

3 Focus Points 
For quality focus set-up, three acti-
ve focus points are possible, a sin-
gle focus point, or in combination 
displaying three live focus areas.

Comparative View 
In the comparative view four images can 
be displayed at once - side by side or one 
above the other. The loupe function can 
be activated on one or on all the images.

Image Export 
Sinar CaptureFlow can export images in 
RGB or ready to print CMYK-encoding. 
Rendering intent, file format, sharpening 
filters, data names and color depth can 
be applied as a specific export process.

User Interface 
Software tools can be positioned 
according to individual preferences. 
CaptureFlow offers the possibili-
ty to operate from two displays.

Camera Calibration 
Best image results are achieved by color 
calibration of the digitalback – new cali-
brations are necessary when lighting  
conditions are changed. CaptureFlow  
offers color calibration in a four step  
process.  
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Shading 
CaptureFlow allows for a shading  
potential during capture and or processed  
later if required to correct color or unba-
lanced  
lighting fall-off. The shading cor-
rection can be selected from 
four different strengths.


